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A gooti interface is
vital, yet very hard
to produce.
Userinterface tools
seek to ease
the burden.
This article surveys
the state ofthe art.
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C

rcating good user interfaces for
sofhuarc is very difficult. There are
n o guidelines o r techniques that
girarantee the software will he easy to use,
and software implementers have generally
proven to br poor at proLiding interfaces
that pcoplc like. Consequendy, interlace
soflwarc must often he prototypcd and
modified repeatedly.
Interface software is inherently difficult
to write hc.cause lreqiiently it must control
many debices, each ofwhich may he sendi n g s t r e a m s of i n p u t events asynchronously. Also, interfices typically have
stringent perf(irniancc requii-emerits t o
ensure that therc is no perceived lag hetween a (iser's actions and the system's respo I1 se.
Therefore, there is great interest in developing tools to help design and iinplement interfaces. This article explains the
advan Lages of riser-interface tools, suneys
the state ofthe art, and details the current
systems' shortcomings that must be overcome.

rile problem
Interface software is often large, complex, and difficult to debug and modify.
An application's interface can account for
a significant fraction of the code. Surveys
of artificial-intelligence applications, for
example, report that 40 t o 50 percent of
the code and runtime memory are
devoted to interface aspects.'
As interfaces become easier to use, they
become harder to create. The eayto-use,
direct-manipulation interfaces popular
on many modern systems are among the
most difficult to implement. These interfaces let the user operate directly on o h
jects that are visible on the screen, performing rapid, reversible, incremental
actions.?

Direct-manipulation interfaces are difficult to create because they often provide
elaborate graphics, many ways to give the
same command, many asynchronous
input devices, a mode-free interface (the
user can give any command at virtually any
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time), and rapid semanticfeedback. With
semantic feedback, the appropriate response to user actions is based on specialized information about the objects in the
program. For example, in the Apple Macintosh Finder, icons highlight when
another icon is dragged over them if they
perform semantically meaningful operations on the icon being dragged.
Such interfaces are not only difficult to
create, but there are no design strategies
that guarantee the resulting interface will
be easy to learn or easy to use. The onlyreliable way to generate quality interfaces is
to test prototypes with users and modify
the design based on their ~ o m m e n t s . ~
This method, called iterativedesign, has
been used to create some of today’sbestinterfaces. For example, a mail system with a
conventional textual command interface
was tested with users and modified iteratively. In the final version, without any instruction, 76 percent of the commands
that novices generated performed the expected operation, compared with 7 percent for the initial ~ e r s i o n . ~

AdVantageS
Many tools have been created to make
interfaces cheaper and easier to design
and implement; some have been very
successful. For example, Apple’s MacApp
has been reported to reduce development
time by a factor offour or five.5
Using user-interface tools has several
advantagesin two main areas:
1. It resultsin better interfaces:
Designs can be rapidly prototyped and
implemented,possibly before the application code is written.
It is easier to incorporate changes discovered through user testing because the
interface is easier to modify.
One application can have many interfaces.
More effort can be expended on the
user-interface tools than may be practical
on any single interface because the tools
will be used again and again.
Different applications will have more
consistent interfaces because they have
been created with the same user-interface
tools.
It easier to investigate different styles
for an interface, thereby providing a
unique look and feel for a program.
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It is easier for many specialists to be involved in designing the interface, including graphic artists,cognitivepsychologists,
a n d human factors specialists. Professional interface designers, who may not
be programmers, may be in charge of the
overall design.
2. The interface code will be easier to
create and more economical to maintain:
The code will be better structured and
more modular because it has been separated from the application. This lets the
designer change the interface without affecting the application, and it lets the p r e
grammer change the application without
affecting the interface.
The code will be more reusable because the user-interface tools incorporate
common parts.
The reliabilityof the interface is higher
because the code is created automatically

The onlyrdiabseway to
generate quality
interfacesis to test
~otypeswithusers
andmod@thedesigh
basedontheir

comments.
from a higher level specification.
Interface specifications can be represented, validated, and evaluated more
easily.
Device dependencies are isolated in
the user-interface tool, so it iseasier to port
an application to different environments.

Ddinitiins
User-interfacetools come in two general
forms: u.ser-in&faCe toolkitsand mer-interface
deve1-t

systems.

A user-interface toolkit is a library of interaction techniques, where an interaction technique is a way of using a physical
input device (such as mouse, keyboard,
tablet, or rotary knob) to input a value
(such as command, number, percent, location, or name),along with the feedback
that appears on the screen.
Examples of interaction techniques are
menus, graphical scroll bars, and on-

screen buttons operated with the mouse.
A programmer uses a user-interface
toolkit by writing code to invoke and organize t h e interaction techniques.
Toolkits do not provide much support for
the design of interfaces or for the specification of sequencing and dialogue control.
A user-interface development system is
an integrated set of tools that help p r e
grammers create and manage many
aspects of interfaces. These systems are
usually called user-interface management
systems: but I prefer to call them UIDSs
because “UIMS”is associatedonlywith the
runtime portion of the interface (rather
than the part used at design time) or with
systems that include an explicit dialoguecontrol component. UIDSs help bothwith
designing and implementing the interfhce and so encompass a broader class of
programs.
There are four classes of people involved with any CIDS. One is the designer
ofthe UIDS,whom I call the CIDScreator.
Another is the designer o f an interface
whowill use a CIDS. This person may be a
programmer or a graphic- artist and is
called the designer. .Ithird person is the
programmer ir.ho creates the application
program that isconnected to the interface
created bv the designer. 1 call this person
the application programmer. The final
person is the user.
Although I describe each role as if it was
filled by a different person. there may he
many people in each role and one person
may perform many roles.
The box on p. 22 summarizes the commercial and experimental UIDSs that are
described below. User-interface tools can
also be classified by how they communicatewith the application at runtime,as the
box on p. 19 describes.

U~lltel-face~kits
Most window systems and UIDSs come
with a toolkit that contains routines application programs can use. These typically
include several types of menus, scroll bars,
and so on. There are two kinds of toolkits.
The most conventional is a collection of
procedures that can be called by application programs. An example is the Macintosh Toolbox. The other kind uses an o b
ject-oriented programming style with
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inheritance, lvhich makes it e;tsiei-for thr
designer to custonii/e the interaction
techniques. An example is t h e X . l l
Toolkit f o r t h e X Window System
manager.
Two toolkits, Grow anti Coral, add coiistraints to object-oriented toolkits. Constraints let the designer specify relationships a m o n g o b j e c t s arid have t h e
relationships maintained by the system.
For example, the designer can specify that
a line is connected to two rectangles, and
the system will automatically move the line
whenever either rectangle is moved. With
all toolkits, the designer writes programs
in a conventional programming language
to control the intcrfice.
The disadvantages of using toolkits are
that the? pro1ide limited interaction styles
and are often expensive to create and difficult to use. X toolkit t)pically includes
hundreds of procedures that implement
many interaction techniques. It is often
not clear how to use the pi-occdures to
create a desired interface.

Userinterface
development systems
The problems with toolkits have led to
the creation of VIDSs. In fact, Apple
created the MacApp LTIDS after it found
that people were haLing difficulty using
the Macintosh Toolbox.
UIIlSs help the designer combine and
sequence in tei-acti on t cc h i i iques. Some
UIDSs help the designer create toolkits;
others help the designer la! out and lire
predefined toolkit items.
Function. A comprehensive UIDS handles all aspects of the interface, which includes all tisible partsofthe display and all
aspects of the dialogue benz.een the usetand the application. The UIDS should
handle the mouse and other input de\ices,
validate user inputs,
handle user errors,
process user-specified aborts and
undos,
pro\ide appropriate feedback to show
that input has been received,
prolide help and prompts,
update the display when application
data changes,
notifv the application when the user
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updates application data.
handle field scrolling and editing,
insulate the application from screeiimanagement functions,
automatically evaluate the interface
and pi-oposc improvements, or a t least
provide infonnation to help the designer
evaluate the intcit‘ace, and
let the user customize the inter-face.
Components. To do this, UIDSs may
contain
a toolkit,
a dialogue-control component that
handles event sequencing and intet-action
techniques,
a programming fkaniework that helps
guide and structure the interfacc code
and application semantics,
a mouse-based layout editor to apccify
the location ofgraphical eleinents, and

UlDSs help the desigher
combine and sequence
interaction techniques.
Some UlDSs help
&si@ers create toolkitq
others help desi@?ers use
toolkit items.

an analysis component that may either
c\aluatc the interfacr automatically based
on rules and guidelines or save information such as kcystrokcsfor later evaluation
by the designer.
Oneimporrant waytoclarsifyUIDSsisby
how they let the designer specifi the interface. As the box on p. 22 shows, some
UIDSs use special-purpose languages,
some use graphical specifications, and
others generate the interface autoinatically from an application’sfunction specification. Ofcourse, wine UIDSsuse different techniques to specify dif.ferent parts of
the interface. I have classified such systems
according to their predominant or niost
interesting feature.

Langue-

In niost UIDSs, the designer specifies
the interface with a special-purpose language. This language may have many

forms: nienii networks, state-transition
diagrams, context-free grammars, ewnt
languages, declarative languages, or o h
ject-oriented hlgLldg~s.I n most systems,
the designer uses the language to spccifv
t h e i n t e r f a c e ’ s syntax - t h e legal
sequence of inpiit and output actions.
Green’ has written an extensive comparis o n of grammars, state-transition diagrams, and event languages.

Menu networks. One of the simplest
forins of UIDS supports a menu hierarchy
or network. W’hen you select an option on
one menu, another menu appears. The
Tiger UIDS supports a sophisticated
menu network that supports skipping
levels and aborting. Many hypertext sys
terns, such as Apple‘s Hypercard program,
could also be considered UIDSs that nianage menu nebvorks.
State-transition diagrams. Because
much of what an interface does involves
handling a sequence of input events, i t is
natural to think of using a state-transition
network to code the interfxe.
A transition network is a set of states.
Arcs out of each state are labeled with the
input token that will cause a transition IC)
the state at the other end of the arc. In addition to input tokens, the arcsin some sysr
tems are labeled with application procedures to be called a n d o u t p u t to be
displayed.
Apparently, the first UIDS was implrinented by Newrnan in 1968. It used finitcstate machines to implement a simple
UIDS that handled textual input only.
Many of the assumptions made and techniques used in modern systems were present in Newman’s: different languages for
defining the interface and the semantics,
rahlednven s)ntax analysis, and device independence.
A proponent of state-transition diagrains is Jacob, who claims that they are
better than context-free grammars because they show an explicit time sequence.
Figure 1 shows a diagram created with
Jacob’s State-Diagram Interpreter system.
Because the arcs can have recursive calls to
other diagrams, they are called recnrsivetransition networks.
Rapid/USF. is a state-transition system
that is similar toJacob’sexcept that it has
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Figure 1.A state-transition diagram from Jacob's State-Diagram Interpreter of a simple
desk calculator.

in o r e pow e rfu 1 o U tp 11 t p r i i n i t i v c s .
Rapid/USE is just a small part of'a large
sofiware-engineeriiig system.
The prohlems with this approach are
that the connections between the i n t w
face and application are made through a
plethora of global variables, and all states
must have explicit arcs for all possible VI-roiicoiis input and all universal coniriiands such as Help and Undo.
State-transition UIDSs arc most Iiseful
when the interface iniist do 21 l o t of syntactic parsing o r has many mode.; (each stale
is really a mode). However, most highly illtcractive systems are largely mode-free, \o
the user has inan!' choices at e1'ei-ypoiiit.
This requires many arcs out of each state,
s o statc-tr~$nsitioll
UIDSa have n o t heen
successfill for these interfaces.
Xiiothcr prohlcrn with state-transitioii
iictxorks is that they cannot handle intcrfares that let the user operate on multiple
objects coriciirrently (possibl\zusing n i i i l t j plc input d c ~ i c e s ) .Also, the diagrams get
vel! confusing when used foi- lai-gc intcrfaces- the! become a m u e of \\iircs. with
arcs that are h a d to follow as they go off'
the page o r Screell.
,Jacohhas invented ;I new fornralism that
r-ecogni/cs these probleins hut ti-ics to r e
tain the clarity ofsrate-transition diagr;~ms.
His new forinalism combines statc-u-aiisition diagrams with a form of event language. Itlcrsmiiltiplc diagr-amsl~activcat
t h e same time arid transfers the conttol
flow from one to another in a coroutine
fahion. This Interaction Objects system
can create some forinsofdirect-inaniprilation interfaces.

Context-freegrammars. Most grammarbased systems are based o n parser gencrators. For example, the designer might
18

specify the interface syntax in BackusNaur form. Gr-amniai--basrd!s stenis arc
good for textual command languagcs. but
they have mostly Failed for graphics programs, for reasons similar t o those given
for stat?-transition diagrams.
Syngraph gcner-atesi n terface programs
in Pascal from a description Ivrittcn in a
formal gr ani in iir 11 si i i g an e x I C n de d
Backus-Naur form. I t liandles prompting,
echoing, and cl-rors. It proiides menus,
tcxtiial input, and a IC.\\, predefined interaction r h i c e s (locatoi-,Liluator, and pick)
with some limited (racking.
S>ngraph can d c ~ with
~ l semantic error
rccovc-ry (hncel and L'ndo at the semantic level, and deciding what t o selrct when
rnultiple items arc o n the screen at the
pick position. However, Syiigr;ipIi docs
1101 pro\idr sciiiantic feedhacl\ 01dcfaults
hccausc ttiei-c is 110 \cay for application
roiitinc5 t o affect the pxsiiig,

Event languages. With c\.eiit languages,
input tokens are considered t o he cwiits
that ai-r sent irninctiiatcly t o cveiit handlers. 'These handlers c m cxw output
events, change ttic inter-rialskitc of the s!atern (\vliich might cnahlc other event haildlei-s).and call application routincc.
Algae uses an event language t h a t is an
rxtcnsion o f Pascal. The dcsigntxr- prograins the interface as $; set of sinall event
handlers, which Algae compiles into conventional code.
Sassafras ~ i s e sa similai- idea l i t i t \vith an
cntir-ely different syrit-nx. I t also adds local
\.ariahles called flags t o help specif! cow
trol flow. Sassafras is especially \vcll-suitetf
f o r interfaces that use multiple input devices concur-i-cntly (also called inultithreaded dialogues), It can also suppor-t
direct-rnanipiilation interfaces because it

promotes efficient, frequent comrniinication hct\veen the interaction techniques
and the application progi-am.
SqUeak, tCxtLIa1 ~ ~ i l l g l fbr
~ d pIOgKIIl1g~
niing mouse-hascd interfaces, exploits
concurrent?: Squeak's processes arc siinilar to event handlers and the messages
sent its processes are similar t o events.
Squeak supports many conciirrcntly active inpiit devices. T h e pi-iniitive input
events arc mouse-hutton transitions, keyhoard key pi-esscs, incremental movements of the nio~iscor other dei.ices, and
clock time-outs. Squeak compiles the pi-tr
grani into a sequential stilt? machine. XIthough it pro\idcs a conrpact noutioii foispecieing complex, time-dependent iiiterfaces, Squeak is unfortunately a fail-h
difficult language t u write in.
The CJDSs ir? thiscategor!.arcesplicitl\
designed to handle niultiple pi-occsses.
Research h a sho\vn that people can he
more effective when they operate multiple
input &\ices concrii-rcntly.xIt is also often
easier t o use multiple proccsses t o prtr
grain rniiltiplc inter-actioriswherr the iiseic ; ~ nchoose tvhich interaction to use.
The disadvantage of. event languages is
that it is often very difficult to c~watccorrect code because the control flow is not
localized. Small changes in one part ofthc
program can affect many othei- parts. It is
;ilso often difficult for the designer t o 1111derstand the code oiice i t gcts large.

Declarative languages. Declarati\c Iangiiages stiitc kvtiat should happen rather
than h o w t o make i t happen. The iritci-faces suppoi-tcd hy dcclai-ativc langiiagcs
are usLlally for-Ill-based:The lisel-t>pestext
into fieldsor-selectsoptions \+it11 i n c i i i i s o r
huttons. There arc also often graphical
oiitpiit areas foi. iisc by applirations. T h r
application is c o n n e c t e d t o the intcrl'acc
through global variables that arc set and
accesscd by hotti the application and intcrface. Cousin and ljoinain/Ijialog~iearc
s\.sterns in this catcgor-\. .-\pollo hlis
created a new [!IDS based on Domain/
Dialogue called Open Dialogur, which
r u n s o n the XWiiidow S!stcm managcr, s o
it is portable.
The advant-ngc of derlai-ative languagebased L'II)Ss is that t h r v free designers
f.roni rvorr!ing ahout ttic sequence of.
events, s o they can coiicwtrate on the in-
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Communication

formation that is passed back and forth.
The disadvantage is that the) support only
form-based interfaces - others must he
hand-coded in the graphical areas prolided t o applications. They also provide
only preprogrammed, fixed kinds ofinteractions. For example, these systems pi-tr
\id? no support for such things as dragging graphical objects, rubberbanding
lines, or dralving graphical objects.

Object-orientedlanguages. These systems are an important new class of UIDS.
They proiide an object-oriented framework in which the designer programs the
i n t e r f i x . Typically, there at-e high-leid
classes that handle default behaiior. The
designer specializes these classes to deal
with behavior specific to the interface,
using the inheritance mechanism built
into object-oriented languages.
MacApp is programmed in Object Pa..cal. GM'UIMS uses object-oriented I.isp
and pt-o\idcs a classification of. interf'ace
operations and objects that fit into each
class. Higgens adds a structured-data dcscription that supports L'ndo and Retio
and lets the LIDS automatically manage
the recalculation and redisplay of objects
intelligentl\:
These .;)sterris can handle highly intc'ractive, direct-nianiptilation interfaces because there is a computational link hetween the input and the output that tlic'
application can niodifv to pro\itie semantic processing. Although t h e w systems
make i t much easier to create intrrhcrs,
they arc programming eniit-onnients and
as such arc inaccessible to nonprogranmers. Still, object-oriented toolkits and
L'IDSs show a lot of promise.

Graphical specification
Graphical UIDSs let yo11 define the interface, at least partially, by placing objects
on the screen Nith a mouse. T h e philostr
phy behind this approach is that, becaiise
the \isrial presentation of- the intcrfke is
oiieofitsmostirnportant aspects,agraphical tool is the most appropriate way to
specif! that presentation.
This technique is usually much easier fijr
the designer to use. Some of these systems.
including Menulay, Trillium, and Peridot.
can he used by nonprogramniers. Three
disadvantages of this technique are that
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User-interfacetools can also be classified by how they communicate with the application
programs at runtime. In applicationcontrol (alsocalled internalcontrol),the applicationsimply
calls interfaceprocedures when input isdesired.This model is usedby user-interfacetoolkits.
In UlDS control (also called external control), the interface procedures call the application
when the usergives acommand. This model is used in most UlDSs because it lets the UlDS
handle scheduling and sequencing.
Externalcontrol can be further classified by how the UlDS communicates with the application. The most popular method is to use callback procedures,where the application passes
to the UlDS the names of procedures to call. The application is therefore organized as a set
of procedures that the interfacecalls. This is probably the most straightforwardand efficient
technique.
Another technique is to use shared memory,with the UlDS and applicationprogram each
polling thedatatocheckforchangesorautomatically being notifiedofchanges. Other UlDSs
use multiprocess message passing or event-handling mechanisms to communicate to applications. While these techniques may be better structured, they are less efficient than
shared memory or direct procedure calling.
Finally,there may be mixed control, where either the UlDS or the application can be in
charge.
An importantcommunication issue is the bandwidth between the applicationand the interface. Early UlDS models' promoted a narrow connection, as shown in FigureA1 , so the application would be more independent of the interface. This model, which provides
coarse-graincontrol, is used by some UlDSs (suchas Cousin).With coarse-graincontrol,the
interface and application communicate rarely.
Unfortunately, semantic feedback requires frequent communication. It is difficult or impossible to provide such fine-graincontrol with this model. In direct-manipulationinterfaces,
the application and interfaceneed to communicate frequently (up to 60 times a second), for
example, to determine legal positions while an object is being dragged with the mouse. The
amount of information passedeach time is fairly small, however.
Proposed UlDS models2 like the one shown Figure A2 have tried to provide this kind of
feedback by sharing applicationdata with the UIDS. Szekely3addresses how to enable this
information sharing and still provide the advantages of modularization, but much more research is needed.
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Figure A. Communication models. (1)The Seeheim model for UlDSs has anarrow channel
between the application and the dialogue control;(2)a new model proposes sharing the a p
plication informationto support semantic feedback.

the L'IIlS itself is more comp1ic;itcd to
build, i t supports the creation o f a limited
r-ange of interfaces, and i t forces the application to handle such things as help
screens, aborting, and prompting.
One class of graphical UIDSs l r t s you
place interaction techniques such as
menus. buttons, and scroll bars on the
screen. These systems usually let v o u

specify additional areas for applicationspecific input and output graphics. The
designer t\pes in procedures to be called
when the user executes each interaction
technique. <:ardelli's IlialogEditor and
the Interface Builder for the Macintosh
are of this class.
O t h e r graphical systems, including
Menulay, Trillium. and Hypercard, organ19
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Figure 2. Asequence of snapshots during the creation of a pop-up menu with Peridot. (a) The Peridot windows and command menu.
The upper left window contains the names of the parameters and active values used by PopMenu and examples for each, the center
window contains the interface under construction, and the bottom window contains prompts and error messages. The designer has
drawn a gray rectangle for the shadow and a black rectangle. Peridot infers that the black rectangle should be the same size as the
gray rectangle but offset slightly. (b) The designer confirms the inference and Peridot adjusts the size of the black rectangle. (c) The
designer draws a white rectangle and then enters text, which is the first element of the Items parameter. The designer drew these in
approximately the correct position and Peridot adjusts them to be exact. (d)The designer places the second element of Items centered
under the first. (e)Peridot infers that an interation is desired and displays the other elements similarly. (f) The designer modifies the
size of the rectangle to the size of the text, and declares that the parameter lllegalltems controls which elements should be gray. (g)
The Xored black rectangle should follow the mouse, so the designer moves the mouse icon over it with its left button down. (h) The
menu is complete and can be used with a different set of parameters.
ize the interface as a network of mostly
static pages or frames. Each page contains
text, iraphics, and interaction techniques,
as well a5 commands that cause the systcm
toerase the pageandgo todifferentpages.
Usually, these systems require that you
code the interaction techniques themselves in a conventional programming language.
Menulay lets the designer place text,
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potentiometers, icons, and buttons on the
screen and sce exactly what the user d l
see when the application runs. Each active
item in the display is associated with a
semantic routine that is invoked when the
mer selects that itern uith a pointing de\ice. Like birtually all UIDSs, the semantic
routinesare written in aconventional p r e
gramming language.
Menulay generates tables and code that

are linked to its runtime support package,
which executes the interface. Menulay
generates its own interface and supports
the concurrent operation of multiple
input devices. However, its rigid tabledriven structure limits the interaction hetween the semanticlevel and the interface,
preventing all forms of semantic feedhack.
Trillium, which is very similiar to Menu-
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lay, supports the design of interface panels
for photocopiers. One strong advantage
Trillium has over Menulay is that it interprets rather than compiles the specification, so the frames can be executed as they
are designed. Trillium also separates thc
interaction bcha\ior from the graphical
presentation so the designer can change
the graphics without changing the behakior. However, Trillium provides little
support for frame-ttrframe transitions becausr it is rat-elynecessary for photocopiers.
T h e Macintosh Hypercard hypertext
system could also fall in this UIDS class. It
supports graphical specification (and prw
graniining in the Hypertalk langwage) of
mostly static pages. Using the editor, the
designer can define the text arid graphics
for the current page, and buttons that
cause transitions to other pages.
C,rim
' . combines
.
a grammar processor
with a constraint-based,inputuutput linkagesystem to handle semantic feedback. It
incorporates agraphicseditor that lets the
designer place interaction techniques
(menus, icons, and text areas) with a
n1OLi se.
Peridot is very different from these systems because it lets the designer create the
interaction techniques themselves. The
designer manipulates primitives (rectanqles, circles, text, and lines) to construct
menus, scroll bars, sliders (graphical
potentiometers), and buttons.
Peridot generaliLes from the designer's
actions t o create parameteriLed, objectoriented procedures like those found in
interaction technique toolkits. Figure 2
shows snapshots of Peridot during menu
creation. The system is powerful enough
to create its own interface and most of the
interaction techniques in the Macintosh
Too 1box.

Automatic creation
A new class of UIDSs tries to create the
interface automatically from a specification of the application's semantic procedures and then lets the designer modify
the interface to improve it. These systems
try to address the difficulty people have
usingother typesofUIDSs and their reluctance to use them.'
The Control-Panel Interface, shown in
Figure 3, uses a procedure's parameter
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Figure 3. A Control-Panel Interface automatically created for a procedure. Three parameters are represented graphically in the bottom three windows.

t p e s to create a graphical intet-facc using
buttons for Boolean expressions, knobs or
bars for integers, and so on. The designer
can specify differerit displays, use the controls to change the values, and then execute the procedut-e.
Mike creates an interface based on a list
of the application procedures. The initial
default interface i s ineiiii-ot-ientetf and
verbose, but the designcr can change the
menu structure, use icons for some conimands, and even riiake s a n e commands
operate by direct manipulation. The designer specifies these changes with a
graphical editor. Cu~-r-ent
research on
Mike is aimed at adding automatic intrrface-evaluation capabilities.
IDI., which requires that the application's semantics be defined in a specialpurpose, Pascal-like language, might he
considered a language-based technique. I
include it here instead because the language is used to describe the functions
that the application supports, not the
desired interface. The system autornatically generates a menu-based interface
from that desciiption.
An interesting part ofIDL is that the designer can change the interface in several
ways b!, applying transformations to it. For
example, one transformation changes the
interface so that an ob-ject is selected
before the operation rather than after.
Another transformation probides functions specialized for various types (deletesquare and delete-triangle) rather than
general-purpose functions (delete). IDI.

applies the transformations and eristires
that the resulting interface remains corisistent.

Shortcomings
Athough use ofuser-interfacetoolkits is
rising, several problems \\ith them and
with LTIDSs have limited their use:
They ;ire t w difficult to use. Toolkits
typically contain hundreds of procedures
that interact subtly. Most LIDSs require
that the designer learn a new special-purpose language. Designers who are programmers have proven to be very reluctant to learn a new language to specie the
interfxe.' Because these languages are
usually like programming languages, they
cannot be used by designers who are not
programmers. Ckaphical and automaticcreation UIIISs address this problem, but
these systems are mostly experimental.
The mer-interfiace specifications are
difficult to understand and edit. The languages used by many UIIXs to specie the
interface are poorlt. structured in a softwareengineering sense: They use global
variables, nonlocal control flow, and explicit gotos. Some graphical languages, such
as state-transition networks, can become
an incomprehensible maze ofwires as the
interface becomes large. Consequently, it
can be very difficult to understand and
edit an interface specified with a UIDS.
This is a serious problem for a technoloe
intended to aid iterative design.
*They offer too little functionality. Most
toolkits and UIDSs support only a small
21

Some userinterfacetools
The commercial and experimental user-interface tools listed here
are classified according to how they let the designer specify the interface. Each listing includes a source for more information.
User-interfacetoolkits. Alibrary of interactiontechniques (menus,
graphical scroll bars, buttons, and so on) that can be called by the application. These do not provide much support for dialogue control.
Macintosh Toolbox: Inside Macintosh,Addison-Wesley, Reading,
Mass., 1985.
X.ll Toolkit for the X Window Manager: J. McCormack and P.
Asente, "An Overview of the X Toolkit," Proc. ACM SIGGraph Symp.
User-lnterfaceSoftware,ACM, New York, 1988,pp. 46-55.
Grow: P.S. Barth, "An Object-OrientedApproach to Graphical Interfaces," ACM Trans. Graphics,April 1986, pp. 142-172.
* Coral: P. Szekely and B. Myers,"A User-InterfaceToolkit Based on
Graphical Objects and Constraints," SlGPlan Notices, Nov. 1988, pp.
36-45.

-

.

User-interfacedevelopment systems. An integrated set of tools
that help programmers create and manage user interfaces.
Language-based. The designer specifies the interface'ssyntax in a
special-purposelanguage.Applicabletoabroad range of applications,
but generally only usable by programmers. The special-purpose language may take several forms:
1. Menu networks:
* Tiger: D.J. Kasik. "A User-Interface Management System," Computer Graphics, July 1982,pp. 99-106.
Hypertext: J. Conklin, "Hypertext: An Introduction and Survey,"
Computer, Sept. 1987, pp. 17-41.
2. State-transitiondiagrams:
*W.M.Newman, "ASystemfor InteractiveGraphicalProgramming,"
Proc. SpringJoint ComputerConf., AFIPS, New York, 1968,pp. 47-54.
State-diagram interpreter: R.J.K. Jacob, "A State-Transition Diagram Language for Visual Programming," Computer, Aug. 1985, pp.
51-59.
Rapid/USE: A.I. Wasserman and D.T. Shewmake, "Rapid Prototyping of Interactive Information Systems," SlGSoft Software Eng.
Notes, Dec. 1982, pp. 171-180.
Interaction Objects: R.J.K. Jacob, "A Specification Language for
Direct-ManipulationInterfaces,"ACM Trans. Graphics,Oct. 1986, pp.
283-317.
3. Context-freegrammars:
.Syngraph: D.R. Olsen,Jr. and E.P. Dempsey,"Syngraph:AGraphical User-InterfaceGenerator," Computer Graphics,July 1983,pp. 4350.
4. Event languages:
Algae: M.A. Flecchia and R.D. Bergeron, "Specifying Complex
DialogsinAlgae," Proc.SlGCHliGl87, ACM, NewYork, 1987,pp. 229234.
Sassafras: R.D. Hill, "Supporting Concurrency, Communication,
and Synchronization in Human-Computer Interaction:The Sassafras

-

-

.

part of the design task. WWe they are very
good at handling menus and scroll bars,
they can rarely be used to help control the
display and manipulation of the application's data objects. Many of these systems
make n o attempt to handle an application's output. Few UIDSs can support
direct-manipulation interfaces because
these interfaces use semantic feedback,
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UIMS,"ACM Trans. Graphics,July 1986, pp. 179-210.
'Squeak: L. Cardelli and R. Pike, "Squeak: ALanguagefor Communicating with Mice," Computer Graphics,July 1985, pp. 199-204.
5. Declarativelanguages:
Cousin: P.J. Hayes, P.A. Szekely, and R.A. Lerner, "Design Alternatives for User-Interface Management Systems Based on Experience with Cousin," Proc. SlGCHl 85, ACM, New York, 1985, pp.
169-175.
DomainiDialogue:A.J. Schulert, G.T. Rogers, and J.A. Hamilton,
"ADM: ADialogueManager,"Proc. SlGCHl85, ACM, New York, 1985,
pp. 177-183.
Open Dialogue:Apollo Computer, Inc. Chelmsford,Mass.
6. Object-orientedlanguages:
MacApp: K.J. Schmucker, "MacApp: An Application Framework,"
Byte, Aug. 1986, pp. 189-193.
GWUIMS: J.L. Sibert, W.D. Hurley, and T.W. Bleser, "An ObjectOriented User-Interface Management System," Computer Graphics,
Aug. 1986, pp. 259-268.
Higgens:S.E. Hudson and R. King, "AGenerator of Direct-Manipulation Office Systems," ACM Trans. Ofice Systems, April 1986, pp.
132-163.

-

-

Graphicalspecification.These let you define the interface by placing objects on the screen with a mouse. While easier to use - some
can be used by nonprogrammers - these systems are more difficult
to build and only supportthe creation of a limited range of interfaces.
DialogEditor: L. Cardelli, "Building User Interfaces by Direct
Manipulation,"Research Report 22, Digital Equipment Corp. Systems
Research Center, Palo Alto, Calif., 1987.
Interface Builder: ExperTelligence, Santa Barbara, Calif.
* Menulay: W. Buxton et al., "Toward a Comprehensive User-Interface Management System,"Computer Graphics,July 1983,pp. 35-42.
Trillium: D.A. Henderson, Jr., "The Trillium User-Interface Design
Environment,"Proc. SIGCHl86, ACM, New York, 1986, pp. 221-227.
* Hypercard:Apple Computer, Cupertino, Calif.
.Grins: D.R. Olsen, Jr., E.P. Dempsey,and R. Rogge,"lnput-Output
Linkage in a User-InterfaceManagement System," ComputerGraphics, July 1985, pp. 225-234.
Peridot: B.A. Myers, "Creating InteractionTechniques by Demonstration," lEEE Computer Graphics and Applications,Sept. 1987, pp.
51-60.

-

Automatic creation. These attempt to create an interface automatically from aspecificationof the application'ssemantics,thus overcoming designer resistanceto UlDS technology.
Control-PanelInterface:G.L. Fisher and K.I. Joy, "A Control-Panel
Interfacefor Graphicsand Image-ProcessingApplications,"Roc. SIGCHliGl87, ACM, New York, 1987, pp. 285-290.
Mike: D.R.Olsen, Jr.,"Mike: The Menu InteractionKontrolEnvironment,"ACM Trans. Graphics, Oct. 1986, pp. 318-344.
IDL: J. Foley,"Transformationson a Formal Specificationof UserComputer Interfaces," Computer Graphics,April 1987, pp. 109-112.

which many UIDSs d o n o t s u p p o r t .
Graphical and automatic-creation UIDSs
are easier to iise but have the most restricted functionality. Language-based sys
tems are usually more general but still
rarely support direct-manipulation interfaces.
They are unavailable or not portable.
Very few user-interface tools are available

commercially. Those that are available
tipically d o not work on very many systems. Many people would like to use the
Macintosh Toolbox and MacApp,but they
can't unless they are developing software
to run on the Apple Macintosh. The X
Window System manager, its toolkit, and
systems that run under it (like Open Dial o g u e ) offer t h e possibility of m o r e

lEEE Software

portable interface software.
They do not support evaluation. Very
few user-interface tools provide any s u p
port for evaluating the interface. More research into how the computer could d o
such evaluation is needed before such s u p
port is practical. Two areas where work is
needed are how to let the computer perform the evaluation (most guidelines are
too informal and general to be used by a
computer) and how to save appropriate
information efficiently (saLing keystrokes
generates too much data and works poorl!
for mouse-based interfaces).
They are hard to build. M’hile there is
much research on how to make user-interface toolkits and UIDSs, many problems
remain. Most useful tools have taken a lot
of effort to produce.
Designers are unwilling to give up control. Most user-interface tools enforce a
particular interface style. The advantages
are that applications will have similar interfaces and the designer does not have to
create an interface style for every pro-
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